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We propose the conceptual design of an electrically controlled actuation system by adjusting the
relative hydrophobicity of a nanoporous material/liquid mixture. When the variation in wettability
is amplified by the large surface area, a considerable mechanical work is output. The energy density,
power density, and efficiency are explored and their variations with pore size, solid phase, and liquid
phase are explored. An infiltration experiment on a nanoporous silica system is performed to
qualitatively validate these findings. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3597367�

At the nanometer-scale surface phenomena become
dominant. For example, if a nanoporous solid is soaked in a
liquid, the combination of the excess solid–liquid interfacial
tension ��10–100 mJ /m2� and ultralarge specific surface
area ��1000 m2 /g� can induce an energy change of 10–100
J/g or more, making the system very attractive for energy
conversion and storage.1–3

The effective solid–liquid interfacial tension is a func-
tion of electric field,4,5 which may be employed to control
the nanofluidic motion.6 In this letter, through molecular dy-
namics �MD� simulations, we propose the basic working
mechanism of an electrically controlled actuation system
based on nanoporous materials and liquids. In a properly
designed system, as the electric intensity varies the effective
hydrophobicity would vary so that the system’s volume may
change and output mechanical work. An electric-induced in-
filtration experiment is employed to verify the simulation
findings.

In the computational model �inset of Fig. 1�, a long car-
bon nanotube �CNT� with hydrophobic inner surface is em-
ployed as a model nanopore, with one of its ends inserted
into a water reservoir bounded by two rigid planes in the
axial direction; the top plane is fixed and the bottom one is
moveable �like a piston� so as to adjust the applied pressure.
Periodical boundary is imposed in the lateral directions. Wa-
ter molecules are modeled by the extended simple point
charge potential,7 and the nonbond interaction between water
and CNT is described by a Lennard–Jones potential. When
other liquid and solid phases are used, the relevant force field
parameters are adjusted accordingly.8 We let the electric field
to be parallel to the nanopore wall, which may has more
influence on the reduction in surface tension in comparison
to a normal field.9 The magnitude of electric field varies from
10−2 V /Å�E�0.4 V /Å, which is typical for ion channels
and membranes.10,11 MD simulation is performed using

LAMMPS with the Canonical ensemble, NVT ensemble at am-
bient temperature of 300 K.12

The model CNT is hydrophobic and thus its inner sur-
face cannot be spontaneously wetted at ambient pressure. By
moving the piston upward, the water phase is pressurized
and upon a critical infiltration pressure, Pin, the capillary
resistance is overcome and infiltration starts. In the example
in Fig. 1, the piston moves quasistatically. The relationship
between the reservoir pressure and the number of infiltrated
water molecules shows that for a �18,18� CNT without elec-
tric field, only when the pressure gets beyond Pin=69 MPa,
the water molecules can burst into CNT; the subsequent in-
filtration curve remains relatively flat due to the smooth wall
and low transport resistance inside the CNT.13 When an ex-
ternal electric field is applied, the effective hydrophobicity is
decreased significantly, and Pin reduces almost linearly by
more than 70% when E increases from 0 to 0.12 V/Å.

According to the Laplace–Young equation, Pin=4� /D,
where � is the effective interfacial tension and D is the
accessible pore diameter.2 From classic electrochemistry14

�=�0−C�2 /2, where �0 is the reference wettability in the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The effect of E on the infiltration behavior for a
�18,18� CNT/water system; the infiltration pressure Pin can be determined
accordingly. Pin depends on both E and pore size.
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absence of E, C is a positive constant, and � is the applied
potential difference. Thus, with the increase in E, � is re-
duced and the system becomes more wettable. In essence,
upon a strong electric field the configuration of the nano-
confined liquid molecules changes, which affects the hydro-
gen bond, contact angle, as well as the effective surface
tension.15 These factors reduce Pin, and the effect of electric
field is coupled with the pore size �confinement� effect.

Figure 1 implies that for a given pore size, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the Pin and E. There-
fore, an electroactuation system can be designed as follows.
Let Pin

0 and Pin
E to be the critical pressure without and with E,

respectively. An external pressure Papp, whose magnitude is
fixed throughout the process and Pin

0 � Papp� Pin
E , is imposed

on the piston. Once the electric field is applied, the system
becomes relatively more hydrophilic, and with the water in-
vasion into the nanopore the system volume decreases, and
mechanical work is produced. When E is removed, the sys-
tem becomes relatively hydrophobic again and the water de-
filtrates, and part of the stored interfacial tension will be
converted to mechanical energy.

We first investigate the performance of a representative
actuation system, whose unit cell contains an end-capped
�18,18� CNT of length 4.9 nm and initially there are 2312
water molecules in the reservoir. Throughout the simulation,
the piston’s position is adjusted in situ such that the reservoir
pressure Papp is kept as a constant just below Pin

0 . As ex-
pected �Fig. 2�, with the application of electric field, the wa-
ter starts to flow into the CNT. During the operation, the
effective work output, which can be evaluated as Wef f
= Papp ·�V with �V the volume reduction in reservoir, in-
creases almost linearly with time—this implies that the
power output P is almost a constant during actuation. When
E is larger, the water infiltration flow rate, q, is higher, and
thus with higher power. Similar to the classic pipe flow, the
flow rate is found to be proportional to the pressure differ-
ence, q=� · �Pin

0 − Pin
E �, and � depends on material and system

parameters �and independent of E�. After E is removed, the
outflow rate is almost the same since that process is driven
by the same solid–liquid interfacial tension.

The maximum work �Wmax� that can be output by such a
system is reached when the CNT is just filled. Since the
infiltrated water molecule configuration depends only
slightly on E, so does Wmax. In Fig. 3�a�, the down triangle
curve gives the relationship between the available energy

density �Wmax per mass, where the mass is that of the entire
system� and E for the current �18,18� CNT/water system
with specified dimensions.

The average power density �P per mass during infiltra-
tion� is shown in the down triangle curve in Fig. 3�b�, which
is a strong function of E. The system efficiency can be esti-
mated as, �=Wef f / �Wef f +We�	100%, where We is the input
required to maintain the static uniform electric field. In Fig.
3�c� the average efficiency of the present system is shown to
increase with E due to the reduced solid–liquid interaction.

The performance of electroactuation depends on charac-
teristics of the system, such as pore phase, pore size, pore
length, liquid phase, liquid volume, working temperature,
electric field direction, etc. To illustrate, we first study sev-
eral CNT/water systems with different pore sizes. In these
systems the CNT length and reservoir height are fixed, and
the ratio between the pore volume and reservoir volume
keeps a constant. Corresponding results in Fig. 3 show that,
in general, a smaller CNT diameter is more welcome for
enhancing the energy density, power density, and efficiency,
thanks to the higher surface-to-volume ratio and stronger in-
terfacial action between carbon and water molecules. Never-
theless, it is cautioned that if the CNT is small, the infiltrated
water molecules may be constrained in a single-file8 and that
reduces the system performance. When other parameters are

FIG. 2. �Color online� For a �18,18� CNT/water system, when Papp is fixed
and upon employment of electric field, the number of infiltrated water mol-
ecules varies dramatically with time.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Variation of �a� the maximum work output �energy
density�, Wmax per mass; �b� the normalized output power density, P �nor-
malized by that of a 1.0 nm3 water at E=0.08 V /Å�; �c� efficiency, �, of
the electrically controlled actuation system. The applied electric intensity E,
pore size, pore phase, and liquid phase are varied.
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fixed, our study indicates an optimum pore size of about
1nm.

The CNT can be replaced by other nanochannels, for
example, a silica nanotube �SNT� with diameter 24.56 Å that
matches with that of CNT �18, 18� and with other conditions
fixed. Although the interaction between SNT and water is
stronger,8 SNT is considerably heavier than CNT and thus
having lower energy and power densities. When the water
phase is replaced by 2.0 mol/l aqueous solution of sodium
chloride �NaCl�, for the same �18,18� CNT system, the solid–
liquid interaction becomes stronger,8 yet the mass is not sig-
nificantly increased. Thus for the systems under investigation
the energy density, power density, and efficiency are all in-
creased compare with the pure water counterpart.

There are many other factors that can affect actuation.
For instance, in all examples above the ratio between the
volumes of the pore and reservoir is fixed. If less liquid is
used, the energy/power densities and efficiency will improve.
The variation in temperature and electric field direction �or
pore alignment� will also influence the solid–liquid interfa-
cial tension,8,16 and a more systematic parametric study will
be carried out in future.

To qualitatively validate the computational results, we
performed an electrically induced infiltration test on a nano-
porous silica crystal. The average D=14.6 nm. Disklike po-
rous silica samples of 16.5 mg were inserted into the adja-
cent aluminum foils and connected to electrode, Fig. 4. The
silica stack is immersed in 10 g of 15% aqueous solution of
potassium chloride �KCl� and sealed in a reservoir with
proper insulation. A direct current power source with volt-
age, �, was applied to the system.

The pressure–volume variations in Fig. 4 show similar
trends as that in Fig. 1. Due to the nonuniform pore size in
the sample, the pressure did not maintain a constant during

the infiltration stage. A significant reduction in Pin is ob-
served when a voltage is applied. The power output of the
thus designed electroactuation system is deduced in Fig. 4,
which shows that P increases nonlinearly with �. The energy
density is about 4.7 J/g, which, as discussed above, can be
significantly improved by using less liquid. The results are
qualitatively consistent with simulation, despite of different
nanopore structure, solid, and liquid used.

In summary, we propose the concept of an electrically
controlled actuation system, by adjusting the effective hydro-
phobicity of a nanoporous material/liquid system. In the
presence of an external electric field the infiltration threshold
is reduced and with liquid intrusion the reduction in system
volume leads to work output. The power density and effi-
ciency increases with higher electric strength, and for the
current system under investigation, the energy density is
about 10 J/g and higher. The system performance, such as
power density, energy density, and efficiency, also varies
with pore size, solid phase, liquid phase, and a few other
parameters. The working principles are verified qualitatively
by experiment. The study also shed some light on the per-
spective applications of controlling nanofluidic properties
with electric field as well as the design of other electrically
controlled nanoscale actuation devices.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Sorption isotherm experimental curves of the nano-
porous silica in KCl-solution with electric field, and variation in output
power in the proposed electroactuation system. The inset depicts the experi-
mental setup.
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